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norwegian airlines inTernaTional’s violaTion
of The us/eu oPen skies agreeMenT
Tinesha Zandamela1

O

utsourcing labor has become an increasing concern in the
United States as unemployment rates have risen and fallen
significantly in the past ten years.2 In 2013, U.S. companies
hired 14 million workers abroad.3 While this outsourcing provides
companies with an opportunity to be competitive in a global marketplace, it has a tremendous impact on the U.S. economy. However, the
negative economic repercussions—most importantly, less jobs for
U.S. workers—do not solely apply to U.S. companies that outsource
labor. Often, foreign companies choose not to hire employees from
their own countries or from the United States; instead they outsource
labor to low-cost countries where they can circumvent labor laws
and pay less taxes.
One such foreign company actively outsourcing labor is the
Ireland subsidiary of Norwegian Air Shuttle, called Norwegian
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Airlines International (NAI). This airline flies to the United States
and Europe. Upon their creation, they planned to become a competitive airline by lowering costs and by undercutting their competition
by offering flights from the East Coast to Europe for less than $300
roundtrip. However, NAI’s CEO claims his target price for a flight
across the Atlantic to be $69.4 Their accomplishment solely rewards
travelers and comes at too high a price for both U.S. and Norwegian
laborers and airlines; NAI is able to offer such low-cost flights by
outsourcing labor to low-cost Asian countries, such as Thailand.5
To the average American consumer, there is nothing problematic
about lowering costs; in fact, it is convenient. The consumers were
not the only ones who agreed with NAI; the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) decided to tentatively approve a foreign air
carrier permit.6 This would allow NAI to fly to the United States7
despite NAI’s direct violation of the amended Article 17 of the Open
Skies Agreement (Agreement)8—an agreement that was enacted
4
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between the United States and the European Union (EU) in 2008
and that Norway later signed in 2011—which details that airline industries must follow the labor laws of the respective countries.9
Since NAI is in direct violation of the labor portion of the Agreement, the DOT should revoke its permit decision to tentatively allow
NAI to fly to the United States, especially in light of the significant
impact on labor.
Part I of this paper will discuss an overview of the Agreement,
specifically its labor portion, and NAI’s violation of the Agreement.
Part II will analyze the DOT’s decision to offer NAI a permit, notwithstanding the Agreement violation, and the provisions in their
permit process that demonstrate why NAI’s permit should be reversed. Part III will address potential solutions to these violations.

I. BACKGROUND
The original Air Transport Agreement, known as the US/EU
Open Skies Agreement,10 was signed in 2007 by the United States
and European Union and Member States.11 This agreement replaced
previous bilateral agreements that were made between the United
States and each of the EU member states. The Agreement was created to expand passenger and cargo flights to and from the United
States, and to decrease government interference in routes, prices,
and capacity.12 However, this agreement did not leave the international aviation industry completely deregulated. It allowed increased
freedom but also created a unilateral agreement for all EU member
states and other countries.13

9
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After 2007, the United States continued to sign the Agreement
with other countries that were not EU member states.14 On June
24, 2010, after “Second Stage Negotiations,”15 the United States
and European Union (as well as any member states) signed a further
agreement that allowed them to amend the previous Agreement.16
The first paragraph of the amended agreement clearly outlines
the reason for the agreement revision:
to build upon the framework established by the Air Transport Agreement between the United States of America and
the European Community17 and its Member States . . . with
the goal of opening access to markets and maximising benefits for consumers, airlines, labour, and communities on
both sides of the Atlantic.18
The previous agreement continued to allow the United States and the
European Union to be held to one set of standards for airline transportation. The amended Agreement added an environmental portion, and most importantly for the purposes of this paper, Article 17
bis,19 entitled Social Dimension, which clarified standards of labor.
Norway, a country outside of the European Union, signed the
Agreement in 2011.20 However, it was not long until NAI decided to
outsource labor and lower their prices to compete against other airline carriers, including U.S. carriers. This raised serious controversy

14
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Open Skies?” issues in aviation law and PoliCY, Vol. 9, Issue 2, 241-364.
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among airline unions because of the labor implications—no unions
and less jobs for Norwegian and U.S. workers.21
Originally in December 2013, NAI submitted an application for
both a foreign air carrier permit pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 4130122 and
an exemption found in 49 U.S.C. § 40109.23 DOT denied an exemption
that requested “expedited processing of this application to allow NAI
to begin the proposed services as soon as possible.”24 However, this
denial of the exemption did not exclude the NAI from being able to
fly; the DOT still tentatively approved NAI’s foreign air carrier permit in 2016 by claiming that “the provision in the US–EU Agreement
that addresses labor does not afford a basis for rejecting an applicant
that is otherwise qualified to receive a permit,”25 despite significant
backlash for their violation of the labor portion of the Agreement.

21

Joseph A. Cohen et al., motion of laBor Parties for leave to file newlY
availaBle information (June 28, 2016), httPs://www.regulations.gov/
doCument?d=dot-ost-2013-0204-15111.
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directly in operating aircraft in foreign air transportation. (2) The exemption is effective to the extent and for periods that the Secretary decides are
in the public interest.
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II. VIOLATIONS OF THE TREATY
A. Article 17 bis Wording
The Agreement is unwaveringly clear in its language to establish
explicit guidelines and expectations for each country and its airline
carriers. After three years of deliberation and work to amend the
Agreement, there was special care taken to outline the terms and
conditions of operating an airline carrier in an unambiguous manner. The Agreement lists explicit global standards that were created
with the purpose of avoiding potential labor issues.
NAI claims they do not believe they are violating the labor portion of the Agreement,2626 and they are no exception to this belief.
The DOT’s flagrant disregard for the wording in Article 17 bis was
apparent when they did not immediately deny NAI a foreign air
carrier permit after denying NAI’s exemption. The language in the
Agreement is clear; therefore, there is no question whether or not
NAI is committing a labor violation.
Article 17 bis clearly states:
1. The Parties recognise the importance of the social dimension of the Agreement and the benefits that arise when open
markets are accompanied by high labour standards. The opportunities created by the Agreement are not intended to
undermine labour standards or the labour-related rights and
principles contained in the Parties’ respective laws.
2. The principles in paragraph 1 shall guide the Parties as
they implement the Agreement, including regular consideration by the Joint Committee, pursuant to Article 18, of the

26
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social effects of the Agreement and the development of appropriate responses to concerns found to be legitimate.2727
NAI continues to feign ignorance about labor standards; however,
they signed the Agreement that already contained the amended Social Dimension portion. Outsourcing labor absolutely violates “high
labour standards.”2828 NAI outsources a large portion of their labor to
low-cost Asian countries, where laws allow them to pay workers less
than a living wage, to work more than reasonable hours, to hire underage children to work, as well as to leave them without an option
to dispute their labor concerns. The Agreement also clearly states
that airline carriers must follow “labour related rights and principles
contained in [the] Parties’ respective laws.”2929
The Agreement is unambiguous; choosing to ignore a major part
of an international treaty solely for the sake of convenience sets an
incredibly dangerous precedent. NAI’s violation is clear, and while
their decision to outsource labor is wrong, the DOT shares responsibility in deciding to perpetuate and reward foreign companies for
international treaty violation.
B. DOT Regulations and Standards
In 2013, NAI submitted an application for both a foreign air carrier permit pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 4130130 and an exemption found
in 49 U.S.C. § 4010931 requesting that
the Department [of Transportation] issue an exemption and
foreign air carrier permit authorizing it to engage in foreign scheduled and chartered air transportation of persons,
27
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property, and mail to the full extent allowed under the USEU Open Skies Agreement, and any future amendments
that may provide additional rights to foreign air carriers of
the member states of the European Union.32
The exemption would specifically allow it to expedite the process
for its application, and it would allow NAI to begin flying in the
United States much faster. The standard application process takes
much longer. However, amidst the cries for the DOT to deny NAI a
foreign air carrier permit based on their violation of Article 17 bis,
the DOT denied their request for an exemption since the DOT “typically reserves its exemption powers in awarding foreign air carrier
authority to situations where the circumstances of a case are sufficiently clear-cut.”33
The Agreement is not the only violation the DOT decided to
overlook; in 49 U.S.C. § 40101 (Air Commerce and Safety: Policy),
the secretary of transportation is required to consider the following,
among other issues, when evaluating air carriers:
(4) [T]he availability of a variety of adequate, economic, efficient, and low-priced services without unreasonable discrimination or unfair or deceptive practices.
(5) [C]oordinating transportation by, and improving relations among, air carriers, and encouraging fair wages and
working conditions.34
The NAI does not encourage fair wages and working conditions because it outsources labor to purposefully circumvent labor laws. For
example, the NAI outsources labor to Ireland to circumvent taxes
32

norwegian air international limited, aPPliCation of norwegian
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and low-cost Asian countries, like Thailand, in order to circumvent
both Norway and the United States’ working laws. These labor laws
in each respective country forbid young people from working over
a certain amount of hours and allow for employees to be paid for
overtime. This is not only economically problematic for the United
States and Norway, but it also is a major human rights violation.
Bloomberg reports:
In December, . . . [a] pilots’ group called for tighter regulation from the European Union to prevent ‘fake self-employment and social dumping practices’ by carriers seeking
to lower their operating costs. ‘They are importing working conditions from Southeast Asia to Europe and the U.S.,’
says Lindgren of the Swedish Airline Pilots Association.
‘The salaries are lower, the work hours are longer, the pilots’
rights to unionize are infringed, and they lack the same social security as pilots in other European and U.S. airlines.’35
Therefore, authorizing NAI to fly to the United States is violating
the U.S. Code, which is clearly explained in 49 U.S.C. § 40101—
deceptive practices are not allowed. Additionally, outsourcing labor to low-cost Asian countries is not “encouraging fair wages and
working conditions.”36 Despite the DOT’s required commitment to
conform to the U.S. Code and the Agreement, this was completely
overlooked.
The DOT initially recognized that the claims of NAI’s labor violation provided sufficient evidence to deny the NAI an exemption
and to proceed with an investigation in order to decide whether they
could qualify for a foreign air carrier permit. Despite pleas of support for NAI’s exemption application from U.S. and EU delegates,
the DOT was firm in its decision. The airline continued to operate

35

Justin Bachman and Carol Matlack, Budget Airlines Shop the World for
Cheaper Pilots, BloomBerg (Feb. 11, 2015), https://www.bloomberg.com/
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flights to the United States under its existing authority, pending the
DOT’s decision on the NAI formal permit application.37
The DOT’s denial of NAI’s exemption demonstrates its obvious hesitation at the beginning of this investigation. Considering that
the DOT was familiar with the airline, they would have granted an
exemption quickly if they did not recognize the substantive merit of
the opposing groups’ claims. The DOT also denied the United Kingdom-based Norwegian Air Shuttle airline subsidiary for exemption
because it lacked a clear-cut answer.38 If this much hesitation surrounds the exemption decision for Norwegian Air Shuttle’s different
airlines, there is a clear issue and pattern of violations.
And yet, the violations and the previously denied exemption application did not prevent the DOT from extensively reviewing the
case and soliciting comments and responses from unions, corporations, and leaders on both sides of the Atlantic when the DOT announced they would tentatively allow the foreign air carrier permit
to NAI.39 Federal Express Corporation (FedEx) welcomed the decision, claiming that “the opponents of the proposed Order [the tentative foreign air carrier permit] is a rewriting of the Open Skies
Agreement to allow countries to impose on each side the laws of the
other side . . . this is the opposite of what was intended.”40 EU Commissioner for Transportation Violeta Bulc urged the DOT to make a

37

u.s. deP’t of transPortation, Order Dismissing Exemption (2014),
httPs://www.euroCoCKPit.Be/sites/default/files/us_dot_order_2014-9-1_
dismissing_exemPtion.Pdf.
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Bill Carey, U.S. DOT Denies Norwegian Air UK Foreign Carrier Exemption (July 16, 2016), ain online, http://www.ainonline.com/aviationnews/air-transport/2016-07-01/us-dot-denies-norwegian-air-uk-foreigncarrier-exemption.

39
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Norwegian Air International (April 15, 2016), https://www.transportation.
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definitive decision quickly, while lightly commending them for tentatively approving the permit.41
However, the opposing side claimed the exact opposite of what
FedEx claimed: No one was imposing on the laws of the other countries; they were simply upholding the Agreement. Former Deputy
Secretary John D. Porcari is quoted in one motion the Labor Party filed, citing that Article 17 bis “unambiguously sets out a clear
commitment to protect against air services that ‘undermine labor
standards or the labor‐related rights and principles contained in the
Parties’ respective laws.’”42 The Labor Party asked the DOT to reverse their tentative foreign air carrier permit decision.43 After recognizing the opposing side, the DOT acknowledged the following:
The labor-related concerns raised by NAI’s opponents warranted proceeding with caution and careful consideration.
Given the importance of the arguments raised, especially
those about the legal effect of the labor provision of the USEU Agreement, the DOT went to great lengths to give full
consideration to such issues.44
Additionally, the DOT’s Office of the General Counsel performed
its own international law analysis, the DOT took the “unprecedented step” of consulting the Department of Justice’s Office of Legal
Counsel and the Department of State to solicit their views.45
In the end, the Department of Justice claimed, “The provision
in the US–EU Agreement that addresses labor does not afford a
41

violeta Bulc, Correspondence from EU Commissioner for Transport Violeta Bulc (July 25, 2016), httPs://www.regulations.gov/
doCument?d=dot-ost-2013-0204-15115.

42
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basis for rejecting an applicant that is otherwise qualified to receive
a permit.”46 The DOT used the Department of Justice’s claim to solidify its tentative decision. In essence, “does not afford a basis,”47
as well as the entire analysis, clearly implies that the labor portion is
being violated, but it could not provide a decent basis for a rejection.
The precedent being that if you follow all the rules and file correctly,
but violate a major part of an international treaty, you may still reap
the rewards. This decision was based off special interests, including
pressure from NAI, FedEx, and different European governments.
There is no dispute that NAI filed correctly, and there is also no dispute or claim that NAI is not violating labor laws.
It is clear that the DOT finds NAI’s infringements acceptable,
yet does not acknowledge that this behavior, as well as setting this
precedent, could damage future agreements and regulations. This
precedent would undermine 49 U.S.C. § 40101 and the Agreement
by selling out to corporate and consumer interests, instead of complying with an important international agreement and protecting labor in the United States.

III. CONCLUSION
The Agreement is a crucial part of international aviation. Since
2010, jobs in the airline industry have risen exponentially.48 The shift
from bilateral agreements to a unilateral agreement streamlined the
process and created more room for airlines to adjust their routes while
still holding airline carriers to a high standard. NAI has continually
demonstrated that they will continue to disregard the Agreement’s labor portion solely to be competitive in a global market, and the DOT
followed suit. It is crucial to use the Agreement for the purposes it
46

Karl R. Thompson, offiCe of legal Counsel, interPretation of artiCle
17 Bis of the us-eu air transPort agreement (2016).

47

Id.
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was intended: creating jobs and making sure airlines follow proper
standards. A blatant disregard for 49 U.S.C. § 40101 and the Agreement sets a dangerous precedent: violating international treaties is
acceptable on a case-by-case basis. Especially as it concerns labor,
the United States, by setting this precedent, will watch more and
more jobs move out of the country in favor of financial convenience.
DOT should revoke NAI’s permit because of those labor implications and the negative precedent the United States will set by
approving violations of labor standards. International treaties must
be honored. The United States must set a standard that it is willing
to honor treaties, and the DOT has an opportunity to set a precedent demonstrating it keeps its word and understands and follows
international law.

